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(ACADEMIC YEAR 2020-2021) 

All most all the 85% Parents thought that our college is one of the best 

college in the area. 76% Parents feel proud in getting the admission to your 

ward in our college. 92% Parents consider that the Discipline in the College is up 

to the mark. Parents up to 70% think that the facilities provided by the college 

are adequate while 30% parents are not agreeing with this and suggest some ideas 

about to improve the basic requirements for their wards in the college premise. 92% 

Parents thought that this college premise is safe for their ward. 85% parents 

suggest that the college should have hostel facility and 15% not agree with this. 

As per the view of student parents 78% parent think that the employees of 

this college are cooperative by nature while 22% patents give negative response. 

78% parents thought that the college atmosphere is conducive for study while 

22% parents disagree for this. 86% parent thinks that they can directly 

communicate with the teachers and 14% parents give negative response. 86% 

students parents consider that this college is playing a significant role for an all 

round development of their wards and 14% says that there is a need of 

improvement. 85% parents feel that the standard of curriculum should be of 

international level and job oriented while 15% parents think that it is sufficient. 

Concern with any suggestion for change in syllabi 42% parents says that nothing 

to be changed, while few think that there should be some change and suggest 

starting some professional courses in the college. 42% parents thought that there is 

no any suggestion while rest of the parents provides some suggestions for the 

betterment of their wards college where they are studding. 
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